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“WASH YOUR HANDS, PHYSICALLY DISTANCE, STAY SAFE”

With all the heart of Jamie Oliver, and none of the bite of Gordon Ramsey
our very own legend Remi “le grand Chef” and his studio manager
Chrissy (not pictured) provided a video-link from the CSS “Studio
Kitchen” to our participating residences for a cooking class.
Individuals made the recipe along with Remi and we understand it was a
hit!

Chrystal and ALL her CSS team assigned to individual homes continue
to amaze with the ways they provide activities and outreach for
individuals.
Although CSS is closed during the pandemic, Chrissy and Remi are
working hard to bring CSS fun into the group homes via Zoom!
Wednesday’s successful Scavenger Hunt was followed up by a Cooking
with Remi class. Everyone can look forward to ongoing themed bingo
games, gardening lessons, more cooking classes with Remi, and many
more fun and creative activities to add some extra entertainment into the
lives of those we support during these difficult days and to connect
everyone with the friends they miss seeing.
Thank you Chrissy and Remi! You are doing a fantastic job!
These innovative activities would not have been possible without the
helping and organizing hands of all Residential staff supporting in the
kitchens and without the help of the CTRC Professional Resources Team
Shoppers that ensure supplies are in the homes.
Joel, Lisa and Pamela are leading The Professional Resources Team with
continued connections to community individuals, responding to crisis
situations, providing resources and support.
The CTRC effort is truly a team effort!

**NOTE**
You are all and we are all the team that has kept covid-19 out of
our homes for now near 8 weeks.
As Ontario is opening up more businesses to public access we
must not stop now:
 It will be important, more than ever, to keep well.
 Please practice social distancing from others.
 Please wear a mask when out in areas where others may not
fully respect social distancing
 Keep you and others safe.
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